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Introduction 
Harassment in public transport occurs quite often. For example, a recent study shows that almost 10% of 
commuters from other ethnicities across Singapore experience racial discrimination on public transport every 
second ride [1]. In response, victims may prefer private transport such as taxis. Although taxis are considered 
safer, there has been an increasing number of harassment cases there as well [2]. This harms the inclusiveness of 
people for which taxis is the only means of travel such as those with disabilities. So, we ask: how might we 
reduce passenger harassment in taxis? 
 
Our approach 
Without being able to track harassment, we cannot fight it. However, according to the existing approach, taxi 
companies are unaware of and, therefore, cannot track passenger harassment (Figure 1 (left)). In response, we 
propose a novel approach, according to which they can do so (Figure 1 (right)). 

 
Figure 1: Existing approach (left) and proposed approach (right) for fighting passenger harassment during taxi rides.  

Example of a Mediator is the Taxi and Limousine Commission in New York City. 
 

We have built a two-sided market model where passengers have (1) safety, (2) delay, and (3) type preferences, 
over drivers (Figure 2 (left)). Safety is based on their past experiences. Delays are based on when they want to 
depart. Types are based on gender, race, age, culture, etc. Thus, we propose a 2-phase method for reducing 
possibly the chance of commiting harassment by firstly maximizing their safety (Phase 1) and secondly 
optimizing stability (Phase 2) when matching passengers and drivers (Figure 2 (right)). 

 
Figure 2: (left) The proposed model with three preference layers; (right) The proposed two-phase matching method. 

 
Our findings 
We study achieving safety and stability in combination with profit efficiency (i.e. maximizing the total profit) 
and delay efficiency (i.e. minimizing the total delay). In Phase 1, we show that matchings that are safe and 
efficient can be computed by generalizing carefully the popular Hungarian method [3]. However, after Phase 1, 
some passengers might remain unmatched due to fact that the safety preferences are incomplete.  



 

 
In Phase 2, we study computing matchings that are stable for the unmatched passengers on layers two and three. 
With one type (e.g. ``pink” taxis [4]), we achieve this by greedily selecting an unmatched passenger that delivers 
the greatest profit to an unmatched driver and letting the passenger select the driver nearest to them. With one 
depot (e.g. taxi queues), we achieve this by running a version of the well-known Gale-Shapley algorithm [5], 
where passengers pick drivers according to their preferred types. Table 1 contains these results. 
 

Case: properties of the 
computed matching 

Phase 1 (Multiple types and 
multiple depots): safety on 

layer 1 

Phase 2 (One type and 
multiple depots): stability 

on layers 2 and 3 

Phase 2 (Multiple depots 
and one type): stability on 

layers 2 and 3 
Time complexity O(max(n,m)3) O(max(n,m).n.m) O(max(n,m)2) 

Table 1: The worst-case running times for computing safe matchings in the general case and stable matchings in two practical cases. 
 

With more than one (gender) type (e.g. men and women) and more than one depot (e.g. airport and taxi hub), 
some instances do not admit matchings that are stable on layers two and three [6]. For this reason, we designed 
two novel algorithms (i.e.RunGS3Count2 and RunGS2Count3) and compared them empirically in terms of 
efficiency (Figure 3 (left)) and stability (Figure 3 (right)). 

 
 

Figure 3: (left) efficiency of RunGS3Count2 and RunGS2Count3; (right) stability of RunGS3Count2 and RunGS2Count3. 
 
RunGS2Count3 returns more efficient matching that may be unstable on layer three whereas RunGS3Count2 
returns less efficient matching that is guaranteed to be stable on layer three. Essentially, this means that 
RunGS2Count3 may induce a greater chance of harassment whereas RunGS3Count2 may induce a lower chance 
of harassment. In the full paper, we will provide all missing details about our contribution. 
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